A Groundbreaking Year
Dear Friends,

My first full year as chair of CIA’s board of directors was a very full year indeed. As this report indicates, students and faculty produced amazing artwork, CIA offered public programming of consistently high quality, alumni and friends supported both the Annual Fund and the capital campaign that is funding CIA’s unified campus, and that campaign support enabled us to break ground for what will be our new George Gund building.

You will read about each of these initiatives in this report but I would like to note two other important milestones of the 2012–2013 fiscal year. First, CIA established the Viktor Schreckengost Long-Term Giving Society to recognize consecutive yearly donations to CIA’s Annual Fund or for scholarship purposes for a decade or more. Schreckengost, a 1929 CIA graduate, was an internationally acclaimed industrial designer and fine artist who taught at and supported his alma mater for more than seven decades. Who better as the namesake for CIA’s long-term giving society? Schreckengost Society members are invited to special events and — for the first time — are listed as a special category of donors in this report. We are grateful for their sustained generosity.

The second milestone was bittersweet at best. This past summer we bid farewell to R. Michael Cole, CIA’s senior vice president for institutional advancement for the past 11 years. Mike brought increased professionalism to CIA’s development functions, was instrumental in recruiting and building relationships with CIA board members, worked to strengthen the Annual Fund drive, and was instrumental in launching the capital campaign that is funding CIA’s campus unification. The only sweet aspect of Mike’s bittersweet departure is knowing that he will have a productive and enjoyable semi-retirement, working part time at the Jewish Federation of Cleveland, spending much more time with his family, traveling, and pursuing hobbies. We wish him all the best.

Sincerely,

Michael Schwartz, Ph.D.
Chair, Board of Directors
As this report makes clear, 2012–2013 was a groundbreaking year for the Cleveland Institute of Art in more ways than one. On June 26, 2013, with just days left in the fiscal year, we ceremonially broke ground for the building that will finally unify the Cleveland Institute of Art’s now-divided campus in the new Uptown district of University Circle. We were able to do so thanks to the generosity of hundreds of corporations, foundations, and individuals committed to a bright future for CIA. Read more about our campus transformation—including the major gifts that are making it possible and the new student residence halls associated with the project—on pages 2 and 3.

CIA broke important new ground in its efforts to recruit international students when we entered into an affiliation agreement last winter with the Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) in Beijing. CIA is now one of 11 elite art schools worldwide that accepts graduates of CAFA’s International Foundation Course. The International Foundation Course is a year-long intensive course of study in English and foundation studio skills. Increased global reach and international recruitment are key elements of our strategic planning and we look forward to welcoming a greater number of Asian students.

CIA faculty members broke new ground this past year as working artists, designers, authors, speakers, and educators with gallery shows, important acquisitions of their work, professional acclaim for their designs, and receptive audiences for their publications. Special congratulations go to assistant professors Sarah Paul and Barry Underwood, who received Creative Workforce Fellowships from the publicly funded Community Partnership for Arts and Culture; Reinberger Galleries Director Bruce Checefsky, Associate Professor Mari Hulick, and Professor Mary Jo Toles who received Individual Excellence Awards from the Ohio Arts Council; and Professor Emerita Franny Taft, who was the special honoree at the Cleveland Arts Prize 53rd Annual Awards event in June.

CIA continued to extend its programming to the public in the form of gallery exhibitions, continuing education programs, public lectures, and the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque. Read about our success with this important aspect of our mission on pages 4 and 5.

I had the tremendous honor of representing CIA at the annual ArtCares auction to benefit the AIDS Taskforce of Greater Cleveland this past spring, when I accepted the Taskforce’s Icon Award on behalf of the college. Co-founded in 2002 by Tony Bowden ’04, ArtCares has since grown tenfold in attendance, becoming a significant source of funding for the good work of the Taskforce and a great source of pride for all of us.

Finally, we mourn the passing this year of former CIA President Joseph McCullough ’48, who led this college for more than 30 years (please see page 10); Professor Emeritus and world renowned goldsmith John Paul Miller ’40; painter, designer and retired college professor Joseph O’Sickey ’40, who was presented with the Governor’s Award for the Arts two months before his death; longtime CIA board members and benefactors Graham Grund and Bill Joseph; and philanthropist and Cinematheque co-founder George Gund III. We honor their legacies when we strive to provide our students and community members with the best possible opportunities in art and design education.

Sincerely,

Grafton J. Nunes
President and CEO
Three cheers for a groundbreaking year

Key milestones moved CIA’s campus project forward in 2012–2013

So much progress in one groundbreaking year! Between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013, CIA moved several steps closer to the goal of unifying its divided campus by constructing a new building which will be adjoined to the Joseph McCullough Center for the Visual Arts.

Highlights of the 2012–2013 fiscal year include:

• The Uptown Development came to life
• CIA received the largest donation from an individual in the college’s 130-year history when philanthropist Peter B. Lewis announced a $5 million commitment to the project
• Developers began construction of Uptown Phase II, a structure that will include a state-of-the-art residence hall for CIA students
• The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation made a $1 million grant to the project
• CIA ceremonially broke ground for what will be its new George Gund Building

Uptown is uplifting – With Uptown, developer MRN Ltd. has transformed the stretch of land between CIA’s McCullough building and the new MOCA Cleveland into a vibrant, walkable campus neighborhood with a grocery store, bookstore, yoga studio, restaurants, tavern, boutique, landscaped plaza space and more.

Lewis gift made history – The transformative effect of Uptown—and the partnerships that made it work—were of great interest to Lewis, who announced his gift commitment to CIA in July 2012. Said Nunes, “Not only does this gift represent a strong endorsement of our vision for a unified campus from this nationally prominent philanthropist with deep Cleveland roots, but it acknowledges the efforts of our University Circle neighbors in developing the Uptown project into a national model of culture and commerce.”

Lewis’s gift was then his largest contribution to a Cleveland institution in more than a decade. In recognition, CIA will name the auditorium in the new building The Peter B. Lewis Theater. It will be the new home of the Cinematheque.

New residence hall – MRN and CIA announced in January that Uptown Phase II would house CIA freshmen starting in the fall of 2014. Designed in consultation with CIA students, the new hall will feature suites with common work areas, underscoring CIA’s philosophy of encouraging collaboration. Beyond their suites, students will enjoy an onsite print center; workout room; lounges; rooftop decks; street-level retail including a commercial bowling alley; and views of MOCA Cleveland, the downtown skyline, and Lake Erie.

Smith Foundation’s “wise investment” – The Smith Foundation’s generous $1 million grant, announced in May, brings to $4 million the foundation’s total commitment to this project. Foundation President Ellen Stirn Mavec said at CIA’s groundbreaking in June, “The foundation’s support has been a very wise investment, not only for this institution, but for the future of many worthy students and graduates who go on to make their mark in our community and the world with their creativity and their wonderful vision.”

Glorious groundbreaking – The groundbreaking in June drew some 250 cheering friends of CIA. The celebration signaled the start of the second phase of CIA’s two-phase campus project. (Phase I was the renovation of the McCullough building that drew awards from historic preservation groups.) Phase II is construction of the new building which will be adjoined to McCullough on the west and named for the late George Gund II, former president of CIA’s board, in recognition of a combined
$10 million in support provided by his family and the foundation that bears his name. This gleaming 80,000-square-foot building will house: the Peter B. Lewis Theater; CIA’s main exhibition gallery; Stone Flower Café; American Greetings Welcome Center; several administrative offices; Industrial Design; Interior Architecture; Graphic Design; Illustration; Biomedical Art; Game Design; Animation; and Photography and Video.

“Having state-of-the-art facilities for living and learning in this vibrant Uptown neighborhood will help us draw top students from across the country and around the world,” Nunes said.

Now that’s a productive year!

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT:

Uptown Phase II, shown as of late summer 2013, will include the future CIA residence hall.

President Nunes at the groundbreaking with long-time board members and supporters Paul Brentlinger (left) and Nelson Talbot (right).

Students walk through Uptown with CIA’s McCullough building in the background.

Uptown developer Ari Maron gave President Nunes an early spring tour of Uptown Phase II, under construction on land once known as “the beach.”
CIA fulfilled the community service aspect of its mission during 2012–2013 by providing tens of thousands of community members with opportunities to watch more than 240 Cinematheque films, roll up their sleeves and participate in over 200 continuing education classes, view 18 different gallery exhibitions, and come to dozens of visiting artist lectures.

“It is a responsibility and a privilege to offer Greater Clevelanders visual arts programming of such high caliber,” said CIA President Grafton J. Nunes. “Judging by our attendance figures and the enthusiasm that residents bring to CIA programming, it’s safe to say we are serving this diverse and dynamic community well.”

Nunes expressed special gratitude to the publicly funded Cuyahoga Arts & Culture for its support of CIA’s community-focused arts programming.

“Cuyahoga Arts & Culture has proudly supported the Cleveland Institute of Art’s public programming since 2008,” said Karen Gahl-Mills, executive director of the organization. “The many extraordinary gallery shows, student exhibitions, and films at Cinematheque provide a tangible benefit to the residents of our county, and CAC is proud to be a part of CIA’s success in our community.”

Public programming highlights of 2012–2013

A Tale In Two Cities, an exhibition curated by Reinberger Galleries Director Bruce Checefsky, featured the work of 18 CIA graduates from the last decade or so: nine living in Cleveland and nine in Brooklyn, New York, a virtual CIA art colony. Visitors were left to decide for themselves whether geography influenced the style or tone of the work.

Swiss contemporary artist Beat Zoderer, in his first North American solo show, installed his delightful “The Flying Carpet” in the west (main) gallery of CIA’s Reinberger Galleries. During his CIA residency, Zoderer visited the studios of visual arts majors and led a public roundtable discussion.

Checefsky complemented Zoderer’s show with an exhibition of video art by New York artist Jenny Perlin and Los Angeles artist Steve Roden in the east gallery, and an interactive installation by Illinois artist Bill Smith in the black box gallery. Plain Dealer art critic Steven Litt wrote of the three concurrent shows, “The diverse parts add up to a single, highly satisfying experience that shows how the art institute—on a modest budget—can perform at a high level that benefits not only students and faculty, but the entire regional audience for contemporary art.”

The 600-seat Aitken Auditorium was packed when Mary Badham, the actress who played Scout in To Kill a Mockingbird, came to the Cinematheque for a 50th anniversary screening of the classic film. After the screening, she took audience questions and spoke eloquently of her memories of making
the film and of the unresolved issues of racism and injustice the film highlights.

Cinematheque Director John Ewing delighted Cleveland audiences when he presented a series of films by acclaimed Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki. These high-flying adventure fantasies drew large crowds, enchanted by Miyazaki's unique world of natural wonders.

Another big success for the Cinematheque during 2012–2013 was the lecture and Q+A by director Larry Peerce, who showed and discussed his 1964 race relations movie One Potato, Two Potato (shot in Painesville) as well as his 1967 New York City subway thriller The Incident.

Visiting artists and designers brought fresh ideas… and left with favorable impressions of Cleveland and CIA, judging by articles and blog postings many of them authored after their visits.

Ceramicist and designer Molly Hatch inspired students and aficionados of her high-end decorative work when she spoke about making art across disciplines and designing for production. Writer, photographer and arts and culture commentator Michelle Aldredge addressed the questions that plague artists and others interested in establishing creative careers (How do you market yourself without selling out? How do you use technology to the benefit of your art practice without letting it use you?)

And internationally known contemporary artist Mel Chin was the keynote speaker for the SculptureX Symposium, which CIA co-sponsored with The Sculpture Center. Chin’s contemporary artwork includes painting, drawing, collage, and sculpture. He was documented in the popular PBS program, “Art of the 21st Century,” and has received numerous awards and grants.

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT:
“Original Sin,” by Bill Smith.
Sophia Muller, 7, shows off her creativity at the CIA booth at Parade the Circle.
Visiting artist Mel Chin speaks at CIA.
Visiting artist Beat Zoderer installs “The Flying Carpet.”
Cinematheque guest Mary Badham prepares to address a receptive audience.
2012–2013
Highlights in pictures
CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE TOP:

HIVE OF ACTIVITY – Designed by Dan Cuffaro ’91, CIA’s Anne Fluckey Lindseth Professor of Industrial Design; manufactured in Northeast Ohio using lumber reclaimed from abandoned homes; and financed in part by the Cleveland Foundation; these “Hive” modular workstations were installed in the Industrial Design Department.

AMAZING GLAZING – Thirteen students and three faculty members built a wood-burning kiln in Kirtland, Ohio, on property owned by CIA supporters Susan Hanna and Marvin Feldstein. The new kiln gives aesthetic results students would not get with any other type of furnace.

FLOWERS FOR FRANNY – President Nunes congratulates Professor Emerita Franny Taft, accompanied by her son, Rick, when Franny was the special honoree at the Cleveland Arts Prize 53rd annual awards event.

FASHION RECONSIDERED – CIA students presented experimental and conceptual approaches to fashion while exploring connections among art, design, and persona in Persona: A Runway Show. Watch the video at bit.ly/15cFff.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE – CIA Photography and Graphic Design students created a series of advertisements for Cleveland Independents, a group representing some 90 locally-owned restaurants.

WARM WELCOME – Huang Li, director of the International Foundation Course at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, welcomes President Nunes to the school’s 2013 convocation, at which he spoke to faculty, students and their parents about the value of art and design education.

BFA DISPLAY – Visitors admire “Great Lakes Collective,” the museum design concept created by Joshua Maxwell ’13 as part of his BFA Thesis Exhibition

SIE: A TRADITION THAT’S UNTRADITIONAL – SIE 67 was a huge success, delighting visitors and honoring students—including Amanda Wilcox, shown here—with dozens of donated awards.
Art appreciation is a family affair
Elaine Green gives back to CIA, becomes Heritage Circle member with estate gift

By Jennifer P. Grasso

To say that Elaine Harris Green’s appreciation of the arts is deeply rooted in her upbringing may be an understatement. Her love of the arts was nourished by her parents who were members of the Kokoon Club, a group of Cleveland-area artists, which often held workshops in drawing and design, that was active from 1911–1938.

Most famously, the Kokoon Club hosted annual Bal Masques—masquerade balls with artistic performances, lavish decorations, and exotic costumes. The Kokoon Club was based on the idea of a butterfly being released from its cocoon and has been credited with introducing modern art to Cleveland.

Green’s parents also took many classes in the arts. Her father attended a sculpture class at the Cleveland Museum of Art, and her mother took painting instruction from Paul Travis, a 1917 graduate of CIA, who taught at the college for 37 years.

“She community and art have always been important to me. My parents instilled in me a love and appreciation of art,” Green says. An elementary school teacher for many years, she shared this love of art with her students, and she drew on this appreciation when she planned a gift to CIA through her trust.

Now retired, Green takes classes—including CIA’s BASIC workshops—to expand her own artistic abilities, and she spends time in her studio where she works on abstract paintings. She says, “I can look at an abstract and see a house or a person.” Her colorful paintings echo her parents’ love of the theatrical.

Green took abstract painting classes at Orange Arts Center, led by CIA grad Margaret Arthur ’82. “Margaret is a great teacher. She inspired me and did a lot of critiquing of my work that helped me focus.”

Her experience with Arthur’s class further motivated Green to give to CIA. She says, “The arts need to be supported. I wanted to put CIA in my trust because of the artists who have gone there and who have influenced me. It’s a wonderful way to give something back to CIA.”

If you would like to invest in CIA’s future, please consider the Institute in your estate plan. For more information, contact Margaret Ann Gudbranson, Esq., director of major gifts and planned giving, at 216.421.8016 or mgudbranson@cia.edu.

PLANNED GIVING: Providing support for future generations of artists and designers.
What was your impression of CIA as a student?
CIA did an excellent job of preparing me for a creative future. Particularly for the field I pursued—industrial design—the opportunities were and are amazing. I took advantage of as many as I could, and I applied that learning when I graduated, as I do today.

When did you decide to start your own business and what are some recent projects that have been intriguing for Essential Design?
I started Essential back in 2001 with my business partner, Richard Watson. We have a great 20-person team comprising design researchers, industrial designers, user-experience designers, and mechanical engineers. We design physical products (medical devices, consumer appliances, etc.), digital products (device graphical user interfaces, web tools, and apps), and services for a wide range of client companies. In every case, we use design methods to identify new opportunities and bring innovative products to market.

We compete on the quality of our work and the quality of our users’ experiences. To do that we need great people so we’ve hired three other CIA alumni: Jason Cooper, Justin Cummings, and Juli Miller. They really care about the people they design for; they have great problem-solving skills; and they are experts at creating beautiful interactions between people and the stuff in their lives. I think they are unique in their sophisticated approach to balancing diverse design criteria in complex situations.

For instance, we recently developed a five-foot tall healthcare telepresence robot. It allows specialist doctors in far away hospitals to help patients anywhere in the world. The way the doctor is perceived and the quality of the communication is critical to usage and patient outcome. The design had to balance functional and aesthetic requirements in both the physical design and the graphical user interface. It’s not easy to make patients (or doctors for that matter) comfortable with robots.

What is the most important work you think CIA does and what would you want other people to know about CIA?
I think that CIA is good at helping young people appreciate that they have some-thing to say and that there are lots of mediums they can use to say it. I want CIA to continue to help students appreciate that they have real power in their ability to influence others through their creative expressions. The world is becoming more tuned into the power of creativity in addressing problems of all kinds. I’m encouraged to see more CIA students and other young people addressing the big problems of our day. CIA does an incredible job helping students appreciate the power of their creativity and directing it towards important subjects.

What motivated you to make a gift to CIA?
I donate to CIA because I believe in its mission and I want to give back. CIA is a great institution; they help students think deeply about important topics and, in doing so, they educate the creative people we need tackle the issues of our day.

Below: Essential Design-ers include (left to right) Justin Cummings ’09, company co-owner Scott Stropkay ’85, Jason Cooper ’06, and Juli Miller ’07.
CIA bestows its most prestigious awards

The Cleveland Institute of Art honored a long-serving former president, an accomplished professor, and a devoted gallery director with awards bestowed during the 2012–2013 school year.

**Schreckengost Award**
Named for the late artist, industrial designer, and 1929 graduate, the Viktor Schreckengost Teaching Award is presented annually to current and/or former faculty members in recognition of teaching excellence at CIA over a period of at least 10 years. For the 2012–2013 academic year, the award went posthumously to Joseph McCullough ’48, who dedicated more than 40 years of his life to CIA.

McCullough enrolled in 1940, but soon left to serve as a bomber pilot in World War II. After the war he resumed his studies, graduating with a Painting Diploma in 1948 and going on to Yale to earn his BFA and MFA. In 1952 he returned to CIA as a faculty member and assistant director of the college. He took the helm just two years later and led the college until 1988, ushering in a new era of facilities expansion and curricular transition, and establishing CIA as an accredited and internationally respected college of art and design. McCullough died in November 2012 at age 90. His daughter, Marjorie McCullough, accepted the Schreckengost Award on her father’s behalf at commencement in May.

Since 1987, CIA has annually presented its medal for excellence recognizing those who have made significant contributions to the arts through their own artistic pursuits or through exceptional service or philanthropy. Starting in 2012, CIA began granting two distinct awards, one to recognize artistic achievement, another to recognize service.

**Award for Artistic Achievement**
Professor Brent Kee Young, head of the Glass Department, was the first recipient of CIA’s Award for Artistic Achievement. Young has taught at CIA with distinction since 1973 and is respected and loved by generations of alumni. His “Fossil Series” fascinated curators, collectors, and educators internationally. His current “Matrix Series” has drawn even more attention, with works from this line acquired by major museums including the Smithsonian; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Art Institute of Chicago; and Cleveland Museum of Art. In this series, Young flame-works clear Pyrex rods into intricate layers of glass webs or matrices that he configures into bold, iconic forms.

**Award for Service**
Reinberger Galleries Director Bruce Checefsky was the first recipient of the CIA Award for Service. Over the course of more than two decades, he has presented more than 100 public exhibitions of art and design at CIA featuring work by students, faculty, and an impressive variety of outside artists. Highlights have included solo shows by Robert Mangold ’60, Julian Stanczak ’54 and Ed Mieczkowski ’57; an exhibition contrasting young alumni living in Cleveland with recent grads living in Brooklyn, NY; and recently commissioned installations by contemporary artists Dave Cole and Beat Zoderer (see pages 6-7).

Checefsky is a photographer and experimental filmmaker with works in the collections of The Museum of Modern Art, NY; Whitney Museum of American Art, NY; and Cleveland Museum of Art, among others.
The 2012–2013 fiscal year was a year of major successes in connection with the campus unification project. It was also a year with many positive results toward achieving the financial strategic goals of the Institute.

Enrollment has increased about 2% per year for the last three years, a net growth of approximately 10–12 students per year. This steady growth rate is consistent with the Institute’s longer range planning. The fall 2013 enrollment is 568 students; the long term enrollment target is between 600 and 650 students.

Net tuition and fees represent 62% of total operating revenues. Support from government grants, current year restricted gifts and endowment investments totaled 23% of 2012–2013 operating revenues. The endowment withdrawal rate for 2012–2013 was 7.8% of the three-year rolling average portfolio market value, with the majority of endowment distributions used toward student financial aid. The Institute remains sensitive to economic pressures on our students and their families, and has strived to limit annual tuition increases in addition to providing high levels of merit- and need-based aid.

At June 30, 2013 the market value of endowment assets was $25.6 million, comprised of $8 million of funds held in trust, and $17.6 million of CIA managed investments. The overall asset allocation at June 30, 2013 was 51% domestic equity, 16% foreign equity, 26% fixed income, and 7% alternative investments. The total return on the CIA managed portfolio was 16.8%, with the domestic equity portion of the portfolio returning 26.3%, comparing favorably to the S&P 500 one year total return of 20.6%. The total return on the endowment assets held in trust was 12%, for a weighted average return of 15.3% on the combined portfolio.

Auxiliary enterprises include the continuing education program, Cinematheque and student housing, and represent 9% of total operating revenues. Annual Fund giving represents 5% of total operating revenues.

The distribution of operating expenses remained consistent with prior years, with 35% spent on instructional programs, 16% for academic support, 14% toward student services, 25% for institutional support and 10% related to auxiliary enterprises.

The Institute continuously seeks to use its resources in ways that ensure the best support for the outstanding education in art and design provided to our students.
Honor Roll of Donors

We salute the generous alumni and friends of the Cleveland Institute of Art who have contributed important and very welcome dollars to the college this past year. Altogether during 2012–2013, more than 1,200 individuals, corporations, foundations and organizations contributed to CIA's Annual Fund, made restricted gifts for scholarship support or other important initiatives, or left bequests to benefit the Institute. Thanks to their generosity, CIA was able to provide students with a well-rounded education in art and design and offer community members enriching and meaningful programming.

The careful reader will notice that certain names show up on CIA's annual Honor Roll year after year: loyal alumni and friends who understand that tuition revenue alone does not meet all of the expenses associated with faithfully fulfilling the mission of the college. Because these 160+ “repeat customers” deserve special recognition, CIA has established the Viktor Schreckengost Long-Term Giving Society, named for the 1929 graduate, 70-year faculty member, internationally known artist and designer, and generous lifetime donor to CIA. Specifically, the Schreckengost Society recognizes those donors with at least a decade-long history of consecutive yearly donations to CIA's Annual Fund or for scholarship purposes. Schreckengost Society members are invited to special events and gallery pre-openings. We gratefully list these steadfast friends on page 23.

Strong support from the highly engaged members of the Institute's board of directors deserves special recognition. They, and all of the other supporters listed on these pages, helped CIA have a productive and groundbreaking year.

To all those who contributed to the Institute during the 2012–2013 fiscal year and thereby earned a place on our Honor Roll of Donors, we extend our most sincere thanks.
Gifts to the Annual Fund

THE CHARLES E. BURCHFIELD ’16 SOCIETY

CREATED IN 1987, THE CHARLES E. BURCHFIELD ’16 SOCIETY HONORS THOSE DONORS WHO DEMONSTRATE EXEMPLARY LEADERSHIP SUPPORT FOR THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ART BY MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS OF $1,000 OR MORE TO THE ANNUAL FUND. THROUGH THEIR UNRESTRICTED DONATIONS, THESE INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS HELP TO FUND THE FULL RANGE OF THE INSTITUTE’S OPERATIONAL NEEDS, FROM STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, TO DEPARTMENTAL SUPPORT, TO FACULTY SALARIES, TO PUBLIC PROGRAMMING. WE ARE DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO THESE SPECIAL DONORS FOR THEIR ENLIGHTENED GENEROSITY.
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Supporting
$100 – $249
Carolyn Dougherty Alaburda ’85
Dene Miller Alden ’67
Herbert and Sheila Andre’ de la Porte
Jon D. Bailey ’63
Robert L. Barnes ’68
Frederic and Ellen Bishko
Jennifer Biskind ’81
Joanne Blazek ’55
Charlie and Julia Bolton
Carole Booth
Loretta Borstein
Patricia Bove ’92
Ruth A. Bowman ’74
Paul and Michelle Braun ’88/–
Lynda Britton ’85
Barbara Fenwick Brown ’57
Robert Bullock ’79
Ken and Polly Burns
June Burton
Linda Butler and Steven Nissen
Marc Byrnes
Marlyn Cagin
William Carlson
Diane H. Castellan
Dorothy Ceruti
Susan Varga Chrien ’49
Alberta Cifolelli ’53
George and Colleen Coakley
Larry and Marty Cognata ’88/–
Ronald L. Coleman
Gwen V. Cooper ’63
Michael Costanzo
Justus A. Cotterill
John P. Craig
John Currier
Elizabeth Forward Curry ’51

Entities Through Which Donor Advised Gifts Were Made
(number of gifts shown parenthetically)
The Cleveland Foundation (4)
Fidelity Investments (1)
Glennmede Trust Company (2)
Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth (1)
Jewish Federation of Cleveland (16)
Network for Good (3)
The Pittsburgh Foundation (1)
Schwab Charitable Fund (1)
Vanguard (5)

Cinematheque

Benefactors
$5,000 +
Ohio Arts Council

Patrons
$1,000 – $2,499
Anonymous
Nick Arner
Lucy Chamberlain
Craig and Meloney Herrick
Mirsat Nikovic
Andy and Jennifer Shrock

Sponsors
$500 – $999
Pete and Margaret Dobbins
John Kaminski
Dennis and Nancy Osgood
Sally and Larry Sears
Kim Sherwin
Benjamin and Catherine Vail
Steven A. Zilber

Sustaining
$250 – $499
David Burke
Mike Caldwell ’91
Dan and Laura Dempsey
Debra S. Gold
Ron and Eileen Gold
Amy Gregord
Curt and Karen Henkle
John and Jeanne Jenks
Charles E. Kuehn
Lorenzo Lalli
Paul Mason
Burton Miller
Lew and Diane Schwartz
James Simler

Supporting
$100 – $249
Nozar and Kathleen Alaolmolki
Amie Albert ’69
Marilyn and Brian Barbuto
David C. Barnett
Dan Begin
David Bergholz and Eleanor Mallett
Roger Blatnick

Thomas Brezovec
Byron Brubaker
William Busta and Joan Tomkins
Patrice Caine
Patricia and George Chan
Mark Cole
Fred Collopy
Kirk Davis
Yuri and Renata Deglin
Fred Dillon
James A. Dingus, Jr.
Andrew Dzurick
John Ewing*
Richard Fiorelli ’74*
Steven Fitch
Beth Ford
Linda Ganverick
Evan and Deborah Golder
Jonathan L. Goldman
Marcie Goodman
Melodie Grable and Thomas Coffey
Frank and Maureen Greicius
Marge Grevatt
Tom and Jacky Harsch
Arthur Heuer and Joan Hulburt
Gale and Jim Jacobsohn
Nana Landgraf
David LaSalvia
Janet Loehr
Ted Lucas
Frederick McGuire
Diana and Dan Medalie
Linda Meixner
Jeanie Miller
Howard Montgomery
Marie T. Morelli
Larry Muha
John Myers
Nighttown, Inc.
Linda Nintcheg ’71

Costa Petridis
Kim Ann Pflau
Deborah Pinter ’88
Barbara Quill
Andy Rayburn
Judith W. Ross
John Rowland
Betty Schaal and Rusty Culp
Astri Seidenfeld
Linda Slaby
Lanie Strassberger
Albert Stratton
Robert and Rebecca Thomas
Donald Tipka
Louis Wagner
Carole Walters
David W. Wittkowsky and James S. Anderson
Robert S. Woodward

Participating
$1 – $99
Jane Abbott
Charles and Anne Adamson
Atossa Alavi
Arclight Glassworks
Maria A. Asher
George Bakalar
James Banda
Sandra Beasley
Barbara W. Brennan
Phyllis Brody
Robert Brooks
Randall and Kathie Brown
Jan Brustman and Ric Schwabe

Boston-based Alloy Orchestra accompanies the silent film Man with a Movie Camera, a 1929 Soviet film by Dziga Vertov, screened by the Cinematheque.
Sculpture major Mike Helms ’13 prepares his BFA thesis exhibition.
Connie and George Sapin
David Schauweker
Jean Schils
Edwin J. Meyer
Gregory and Mary Ann Schwartz
Richard Shadrake
Galen Showman
Mike Siegal
Gregory Simonson
Matthew Solomon
Mr. Gary P. Spinosa ’72
Julie D. Stanger
Nancy S. Strauss
Franny and Seth* Taft
Bill Taggart
Robert S. and May C. Targett
Jenna Thomas
Weezie Thomey
Gabe and Ray Tomorowitz
Karl and Sarah Toth
Michael D. Toth
Robert Townsend
Fusun Tuzcu
Jim Miller and Deborah Van Kleef
Kenneth Vinciquerra
William F.B. Vodrey
Mariel Wallace
Valerie Walunis
Jay and Kathleen Ward
Bob Watson
Ann Weatherhead
Miriam Weisberg
Mike Wendt
Erin Wolverton
James Woodruff
Sandra Woodthorpe
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Wotman
Jia You
Jayne Zborowsky
Richard Zellner
Linda Zeravica
Armando and Judith Zubizarreta

Marvin A. Feldstein and Susan Hanna
Jerome F. Weiss & Associates
John M. Zajc, Jr. and Catherine Smythe Zajc

CIA Library
Nesnady + Schwartz

Continuing Education Program
Denise Blanda
Bonnie and Michael^ Cole
Ford Motor Company Fund
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Sandra Vanta

Diversity Programs
Key Foundation

Industrial Design Department
Chrysler LLC
Ford Motor Company Fund
General Motors Corporation
International Housewares Association
Jochum Moll Foundation

Liberal Arts Department
Franny and Seth* Taft

Marketing Department
Fran and Jules Belkin
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation

Painting Department
Key Foundation

Professional Practices Curriculum
Jack*, Joseph and Morton Mandel, Mandel Foundation
The Sears-Swetland Family Foundation

Regional Scholastic Art Awards 2012
Herbert Ascherman, Jr.
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation
Prizm, The Artist’s Supply Store/Darice, Inc.
Lisa Kramer Reichel^ Sue Wall
The Whittey Family
Gary and Al^ Zvosec

Reinberger Galleries
Baker Hostetler
Eaton Corporation
Prizm, The Artist’s Supply Store/Darice, Inc.
Pro Helvetia
Eugene and Barbara Trela Fund

Sculpture Department
Barbara S. Robinson
Barry Underwood^

2013 Student Independent Exhibition–Financial Gifts
Balance Product Development, Inc.
Fran and Jules Belkin
Paul Brantlinger
Steve and Lisa Cencula ’91/’91
Frederick and Kathryn Clarke
Robin Davenport
Ann and David Deming --’67
Ruth Swetland Eppig
Marsha Brayton Everett ’81
and Chandler Everett

Restricted and Designated Gifts
Supporting Departments and Programs

Academic Services
The Reading 1 Foundation

Admissions Department
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Greater Cleveland Automobile Dealers’ Association

B.A.S.I.C - Basic Art Support in the Curriculum Program
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation

Ceramics Department
Marcie Bergman and Alan Rauss
William Brouillard^ Barbara Smith Carlson ’51

Mary Lou Ferbert ’68
Mary Gardner
Cynthia Prior Gascoigne and James Gascoigne
Robert and JoAnn Glick
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Goldberg
Harold and Cynthia Goodwin
Richard Horvitz and Erica Hartman-Horvitz
Lynda and Don Insul
Trevor and Jennie Jones
Jack and Mary Ann Katzenmeyer
Toby Devan Lewis
Yan and Robert Maschke
The Metal Store
Clay Mock
Meg Fulton-Mueller and Scott Mueller
Mr. and Mrs. Creighton B. Murch,
The Murch Foundation
John and Susan Nottingham ’72/--
Caroline G. Oberndorf
Laura Osparnik ’80 and Stephen P. Robbins
Primo Vino
Prism, The Artist’s Supply Store/Darice, Inc.
John and Sally Schulze
The Sculpture Center
Tanya^ and Jason Shadle
Karen Skunta ’74
Carey L. Spencer
John and Dee Spirk ’72/--
Janet and Kristofer Spreen
Cathy Stamler
Joy Praznik Sweeney ’58 and John Sweeney
Nelson S. Talbott
Bill and Diane Valerian
Sue Wall
Curtis Weems
Gary and Al^ Zvosec
2013 Student Independent Exhibition – Gifts in Kind
Cinematheque
Cleveland Museum of Natural History
Dodd Camera
Great Lakes Brewing Company
MOCA - Cleveland
Pacific East
Phoenix Coffee
Prism, The Artist's Supply Store/Darice, Inc.

Special Event/Special Purpose Gifts
Balance Product Development, Inc.
Fran and Jules Belkin
Mary Ann and Jack Katzenmeyer
McDonald, Hopkins Co. LLC
David and Inez Myers Foundation
John and Sally Schulze
Drs. Michael and Joanne Schwartz
The Sculpture Center
Joy Praznik Sweeney '58 and John Sweeney
TFS Financial Corp
Eugene and Barbara Trela Fund

Student Life
Northeast Ohio Medical University

Student Tickets Fund
Kulas Foundation

Scholarship Support
Matt Adkins
James and Nikki Ritchey Beres, and Ernest and Loraine Ritchey
Bicknell Fund
Cleveland Art Association
Cleveland Arts Prize
The George W. Codrington Charitable Foundation
Cowan Pottery Museum Associates
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.
Donley's Inc.
Jay Fishman
Paula Fishman and Jeff Sindelar
Ford Motor Company Fund
William O. and Gertrude L. Frohring Foundation
Margaret Ann Gudbranson
The John Huntington Fund for Education
Robert J. Jergens '60
Carol Johns
The Laub Foundation
Lubrizol Corporation
Jack*, Joseph and Morton Mandel, Mandel Foundation
Meisel Family Foundation
Nesnadrz + Schwartz
Ohio CAT
Barbara and Julian Stanczak '90/’54
George Garretson Wade Charitable Trust #2

Gifts to Endowments
Alumni and Friends General Scholarship Fund
Marc A. Gervait Stale
Sylvia Balslew Page Trust
Sara Mattsson Anliot Award for Excellence in Weaving
Cuyahoga Weavers Guild
Kenneth F. Bates Scholarship for Excellence in Enameling
Benham and Carol Bates
Norita Wyse Berman Memorial Award for Excellence in Painting
Jodi and Scott Schumann
Pauline Graver Biskind '22 Prize for Painting
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Biskind
H. C. Cassill Scholarship in Printmaking
Kristin M. Baird
Jean Kubota Cassill
The David '67 and Ann Deming Scholarship
Jean and Steve Maurer
Audrey ’48 and Harvey Feinberg Scholarship
Steven and Gwendolyne Feinberg
Ted Frost ’88 Scholarship for Travel
John and Jennifer Davis
Rebecca and Ted Frost, Jr.
Sally Frost
The Gallery Group Scholarship
The Gallery Group, Inc.
Myrtle Waintrup Givelber ’31 Prize for Female Artists
Anonymous
Frances V. Kaufman Scholarship Fund
Wendy J. Kaufman Dannenhirsh
Dennis M. Kaufman
Klinger-Prendergast Scholarship for Non-Traditional Students
Bryan Klinger ’93 and Nora Prendergast
Sharon Lynn Kumin Scholarship for Excellence in Interior Design
Donald Kumin
Robin M. Kumin
Frances Wise Lang and H. Jack Lang Scholarship for Painting
John Lang
Wendy Lang
Susan Lipman ’88 Award for Excellence in Illustration
Sandra M. Lipman
Sharon Gordon Sheinbart ’68 and David Sheinbart
Andrew Paul Love Memorial Education Fund
C.F. and Lori Hocewar
Kenneth and Anne Love
Eleanor Bonnie McCoy Scholarship
Louisa S. Bonnie ’81
Eleanor Bonnie McCoy
Joseph McCullough ’48 Scholarship for Excellence in Painting
Peter Elloian ’62
Frederick Miller ’40 Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Jewelry and Metals
William Stearns ’64
John Paul Miller ’40 Foundation Design Scholarship
(SEE GIFTS MADE IN MEMORY OF JOHN PAUL MILLER ’40)
Nellie Anliker Nottingham Scholarship for Female Students Excelling in Industrial Design
John and Susan Nottingham ’72 / --
Nottingham Spirk Design Associates Scholarship
Nottingham Spirk
Joyce Seid ’77 Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Photography
Laura Scott Hoffman
Anita Seid
Julian and Barbara Stanczak ’54/’90 Scholarship
Barbara and Julian Stanczak ’90/’54
**Faculty and Staff**

*We deeply appreciate the large number of our faculty and staff members who generously contributed to the Institute during the 2012–2013 fiscal year.*

Karen D. Beckwith ’87
Shelley C. Bloomfield
William Brouillard
Rachel Browner
Martin Carney
Michael Cole
Anna M. Cottos
Daniel Cuffaro ’91
Adina Davidson
Margaret Denk-Leigh
John Ewing
Nicole Fansler
Richard Fiorelli ’74
Anne Gates
Amy Goldman
Margaret Ann Gudbranson
Tim Harry
Karen Hudy
Liz Huff
Mark Inglis
Joyce Kessler
Michael Kinsella
Ann T. McGuire
Nancy Neville
Grafton J. Nunes
Lisa Kramer Reichel
Cristine C. Rom
Judith Salomon
Raymond Scragg
Tanya Shadle
Petra K. Soesemann ’77
Barry Underwood
Anna Wallace-Birchler
Christopher Whitley
Nina T. Williams
Mary Yordy
Al Zvosec

---

**Organization Matching Gifts**

*(number of gifts shown parenthetically)*

- Dominion Foundation (1)
- Eaton Corporation (3)
- Ernst & Young LLP (1)
- Frederick S. Upton Foundation (1)
- Glenmede Trust Company (1)
- Illinois Tool Works Foundation (1)
- Intuit Foundation (1)
- John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (1)
- Key Foundation (3)
- Libbey Inc. (1)
- Lubrizol Corporation (1)
- Motorola Inc. (1)
- Charles and Stewart Mott Foundation (1)
- Parker Hannifin Corporation (1)
- The PNC Financial Services Group (1)
- Preformed Line Products (1)
- Rockwell Automation (2)
- UBS Financial Services Inc. (1)
- Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign

**Gifts In Kind**

- Donations of Art Books and Publications
  - Kristen Baumlier-Faber
  - Carla Blackman
  - Delia Burke
  - Diana Chou
  - Cindy Courtight
  - Wilma Dobbins
  - Mary Lou Ferbert
  - Gallery Loupe
  - Jack Katzenmeyer
  - Emily Marks
  - Marge McCarthy
  - Marjorie McCullough
  - Bea Nettles
  - Alan Revere
  - Merle Rosen
  - Mark Schwartz

**Donations to Various Departments within the School**

- American Greetings Corporation
- Anthropologie
- Frances Suter Bibbs
- Cleveland Airport System
- Cleveland Clinic
- Ferro Corporation
- Lisa Fovozzo ’12
- Ben Grasso ’03
- William Haffke
- Gary R. Johnson and Brenda K. Ashley
- Brandon X. Koch ’01
- Ruth Kyman ’70
- Jessica Laskosky ’06
- Alan G. Lipson
- Mercedes Benz USA
- Michelle M. Murphy ’04
- Elise A. Newman
- Cliff Reeves
- Obie Shelton
- Eric Theis
- Joe Tomcho ’00
- Julia Tucker
- Robert Walduck
- Zoss, The Swiss Baker

**Marilyn Yakumithis ’15.**
In Memory Of

Lauren K. Antonuccio ‘02
Lamar Antonuccio

Jerome M. Aidlin
Rebecca Aidlin ‘84

Henry Turner Bailey
Nina T. (Bailey) Williams

John W. Baird ‘75
Kristin M. Baird

Charles L. Bergengren
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A CINEMATHEQUE ENDOWMENT IN HIS NAME
Michael J. DeFabbo ‘06
Richard Fiorelli ‘74^ Karen Sandstrom ‘12

Brandon Cartellone ‘13
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Lynn Cartellone
Daniel Cuffaro ‘91^ Lois K. Hornbostel
Patricia Kasunic
Kristen Matlack
Jessica Mrakuzic
Jennifer Olson
Frank Russo
Judith Salomon^ and Jerry Weiss
Ria Smeraldi

Barbara Ann Dennison
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.

Anthony W. Eterovich ‘38
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Mrs. Anthony Eterovich
Karen Eterovich-Maguire
Frederick and Elizabeth Specht

Rowena Ferguson
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.

Graham L. Grund
Jane Chinholm
Becky Dunn
Mary Lou Ferbert ‘68
Mrs. John A. Haddin
Mrs. Charles Hickox
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hollister, Jr.
Samuel Hughes
Lisa Kraemer and Richard Lang
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Manuel
Janet H. Marshall
Frederick McGuire
Maeve McGuire
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Osborne
Lillian Politella
Alice Robbins
WCLV 104.9 FM

George Gund III
The George Gund Foundation

Robert A. Hein
Robert W. Hein

Janice G. Kalman
John and Susan Nottingham ‘72/--
John and Dee Spirko ‘72/--

Kathleen Kess
Gloria Resnick

Sharon Lynn Kumin
Donald Kumin

Annie Marion Lasch Christian
Carol Lasch

May Lefkof
Paula Fishman and Jeff Sindelar

Andrew P. Love
C.F. and Lori Hocevar

Joseph W. McCullough
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Peter Elloian ‘62
Richard Fiorelli ‘74^ Deborah Pinter ‘88

John Paul Miller
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Amy A. Bartter
Jean Kubota Cassill
Dorothy Ceruti
Ann and David Deming –/’67
Peter Elloian ‘62
Mary Lou Ferbert ‘68
Martha Fleischman
Mr. and Mrs. Mark D. Gaphardt
Mrs. Charles Hickox
Mrs. and Mr. Terry Kovel
Eleanor Bonnie McCoy
Geri M. Meldon ‘68
Eleanor Molleson ‘54
Kim Sherwin
Mel Tarsee ‘66

Red Moore
Paula Fishman and Jeff Sindelar

Christopher D. Ritchey
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Matt Adkins
Celeste Balaban
James and Nikki Ritchey Beres,
and Ernest and Loraine Ritchey

Henrietta Rossi
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.

Francis E. Safranek
Tracey Bradman

Craig M. Saunders
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Jody Hobson ‘76
Nottingham Spirko

Roy C. Scott
Laura Hoffman

Bernard C. Specht
Frederick and Elizabeth Specht

Seth Taft
Amy A. Bartter
Mitzi Verne

Jerrold Winger
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.
Jay Fishman
Paula Fishman and Jeff Sindelar

By AnjellicaTrace ’13 for her
BFA thesis exhibition.
Viktor Schreckengost
Long-Term Giving Society
Anonymous
Stanley and Hope Adelstein
Thomas and Joann Adler
Gordon and Cathy Anhold
Jeanette Bosnoian Aurslanian ’54
Denise R. Baldanza
Banham and Carol Bates
Christina Biecher ’84
Dr. and Mrs. John I. Biskind
Leonard Blasko ’61
Charlie and Julia Bolton
Richard and Ann Bort ’70/--
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Bowman ’53/--
Jane Placek Bravman ’67
Elizabeth Breckenridge
Paul Brentlinger
Lynda Britton ’85
Ray L. Burggraf ’68
Ken and Polly Burns
William Busta and Joan Tomkins
John and Camille Carter ’87/--
Barbara A. Cherry ’57
Alberta Cifolelli ’53
Sarah R. Clague ’59
Frederick and Kathryn Clarke
Bruce A. Claxton ’71
Bonnie and Michael* Cole
Ronald L. Coleman
Charlotte Jaffe Cowan ’51
Joseph S. Dehner ’88
Giuseppe and Kathy Delena ’78/--
Ann and David Deming --/’67
Stanley T. Denek ’62
Pete and Margaret Dobbins
Mary and Hal Douthit
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Dreyfuss
Dennis Drummond ’66
Becky Dunn
F. William Eakin II ’61
Cathy Eckdall ’72
Marsha Brayton Everett ’81
and Chandler Everett
Marvin A. Feldstein and Susan Hanna
Mary Lou Ferbert ’68
Margaret Fischer ’69
Frank T. Fitzgerald ’57
Mary Lou Rice Foley ’66
Betty Gelfand Forchheimer ’52
James and Ruth Friedman
Barbara and Peter Galvin
Mary Gardner
Lawrence D. Gaynor ’60
Corrine Farris George ’53
S. Bradley Gillaugh
Eileen Gordon ’49
Joan Hang Smith Guthrie ’50
James L. Hackstedde ’68
Joseph F. and Andrea L. Hahn
John Edmond Hallsted ’92
Curt and Karen Henkle
Tom Hinson and Diana Tittle
Jerry Hirshberg, Ph.D. ’63
Jean McClintock Hoffman ’67
Joan and Leonard Horvitz
Clark and Hope Hungerford
Edith L. Ide ’63
Dr. and Mrs. Scott R. Inkley
Lynda and Don Insul
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Jack
Laurie Hutchinson Jacobs ’86
Ms. Nancy Jacobson
Robert J. Jergens ’60
Gary R. Johnson and Brenda K. Ashley
Jennie S. Jones
David and Gloria Kahan
Jack and Mary Ann Katzenmeyer
Linda Weber Kiouiss ’62
Anne Knieck ’83
Candace Knapp ’71
Stewart and Donna Kohl
Keith J. Kresge ’69
Carolyn Lampi
John Lang
Wendy Lang
Deborah Teas Lass ’64
Dr. Carolee Kuhns Lesyk
Toby Devan Lewis
Martha Redinger Liebert ’54
Lucia Lalic Liefer ’70
Jose Longoria ’81
Susan Donovan Lowe ’89
Edward and Catherine Lozick
Patricia Matasy Makley ’72
Robert Mangold ’60
Charles T. Mayer ’64
Joan Cornett McConnell ’52
Eleanor Bonnie McCoy
Frederick McGuire
S. Sterling and Judith McMillan, III --/’90
Geri M. Meldon ’68
Clay Mock
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Morse
Mr. and Mrs. Creighton B. Murch
Jeff Nasca ’88
Gordon and Vennie Nethercut
William Neubert
Bill and Barbara Hill Newby
Richard Newman ’60
Carolyn K. Newell
Rob Ondo ’84
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey G. Oppmann
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Osborne
Laura Osapian ’80 and Stephen P. Robbins
Madeleine Parker
Pamela L. Pastoric ’77
Irma Osadza ’72
John and Jean Plety
Gwenn Pokorny
Elinor Polster
John and Norine Prim ’71/--
Pysh Fund
Ann Guip Quillen ’59
Steven A. Ramsey ’83
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Rankin, Jr.
Jan Rapp ’77
Albert and Audrey Ratner
Wallace Reid ’50
Gloria Mattlin Rogen ’48
Mrs. Vaughn Rubin
Ernest Ruppe ’46
Michael Sands ’70
Robert and Joyce Schaefer
Anthony Schepis ’55, Prof. Emeritus
Kay Badt Scherler ’54

Albert Leonetti and Ruth Anna Carlson chat with Reinberger Galleries Director Bruce Checefski at an event this summer for Burchfield, Schreckengost, and Heritage society members.

Glenn and JoAnn Schoenbeck
Mrs. Viktor Schreckengost
Michael and Sue Schrier ’64/--
John and Sally Schulze
Dr. Gerard and Phyllis Seltzer
Sharon Gordon Sheinbart ’68
and David Sheinbart
Ian Smith ’70
Kenneth and Lauren Smith ’70/--
Neil F. Smith ’51
Petra K. Soseemann ’77^*
Peter and Cindy Straffon
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Sulak ’51/--
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Sussen --/’92
Mrs. John P. Sutcliffe
Joy Praznik Sweeney ’58 and John Sweeney
Franny and Seth* Taft
Nelson S. Talbott
Mr. and Mrs. Neil L. Thompson
Ruth L. Thurber
Charlotte Roberts Towle ’62
Mrs. Richard Barclay Tullis
Bill and Diane Valerian
Donna van Dijk ’78
Sue Wall
Skip (Mabel) Watts
Judy Weidenthal
Susan Weiner ’88
Kathleen Eberhard Yates ’74
Mary^ and Todd Yordy
Michael C. Zahratka ’64
Richard Zeman ’76
Jean Niles Ziegler ’51
Harold Zisla ’50
Gary and Al^ Zvosec

Jess Laskosky ’06 discusses her paintings with Assistant Professor Tommy White at A Tale In Two Cities.
Established in 1982, the Heritage Circle recognizes those individuals who make an investment in the future of the Cleveland Institute of Art through a bequest, gift annuity, or other planned gift arrangement. These special gifts sustain the Institute's reputation for excellence and enhance the quality of its artistic and academic programs.

Anonymous (14)
Carol Adams ’70
Richard M. and Dene Miller Alden ’67
Jean E. Appleby and David Edelstein
Jack J. Benvenuto ’66
Donald P. Bins ’66
Ruth Gedeon Boza ’44
Peter Paedra Bramhall ’70
Gary Bukovnik ’71
Bonnie and Michael Cole
Caroline “Drew” Davenport ’89
George* and Becky Dunn
Ruth Richards Dunn ’34
Merle Edelman ’52
Susan Hanna and Marvin Feldstein
Elaine Harris Green
James P. Grigg
Margaret Ann Gudbranson
William Harper ’67
Patricia Heinke ’55
Jean Combes Hines ’46
Jeanetta Ho ’96
Robert J. Jergens ’60
Etole and Julian Kahan ’56/--
Gloria and David Kahan
Ray Kowalski ’57
Carolyn Lampl
Jeffrey Longhofer and Jerry E. Floersch
Joan Cornett McConnell ’52
Caroline G. Oberndorf
Laura Ospanik ’80 and Stephen Robbins
the Pearce Project
Rich Petruska
Steven Albert Ramsey ’83
Kim Sherwin
Joy Elaine Sweeney ’58
Charles S. Tramontana ’64
Jennifer L. Tucker ’88
Clare R. Walker
Sue Wall
Georgianne Grande Wanous ’66
Cynthia Weingart ’73
Marilyn J. White ’57
Trudy and Steven R. Wiesenberger
Pauline E. Woodin ’52
Anna and Emma Yarlekovitch --/’48
Steven A. Zilber
Peter A. Zorn, Jr. ’65

In recognition of the mutually beneficial educational relationship between Cleveland State University (CSU) and the Cleveland Institute of Art — as evidenced through academic support, student and faculty advancement and enrichment, as well as various discounts — CSU disbursed funds to CIA that the state of Ohio had previously appropriated to the university for capital construction at the Institute. Specifically, these funds were used toward renovation of CIA’s Joseph McCullough Center for the Visual Arts and construction of a new building and connected to it.
Board of Directors
2012–2013
Officers
Michael Schwartz, Ph.D.
Board Chair
Frederick Clarke
Vice Chair
Donald Insul
Vice Chair
John B. Schulze
Vice Chair
William A. Valerian
Vice Chair
Ruth Swetland Eppig
Secretary
Almut Zvosec
Treasurer & Assistant Secretary
Grafton Nunes
President and CEO
Board Members
Fran Belkin
Steven Cencula ’91
Frederick Clarke
Ron Copfer
Robin Davenport
Joseph S. Dehner ’88
Sam Dolinsky*
Ruth Swetland Eppig
Marsha Brayton Everett ’81
Meg Fulton-Mueller
Cynthia Prior Gascoigne
Robert A. Glick
Victor Goldberg, M.D.
Deba Jean Gray
Matthew Greene
James P. Grigg*
Joseph Hahn, M.D.
Dr. Michelle Harris
Barbara Hawkey
Sally Stetcher Hollington
Donald Insul
William R. Joseph**
Toby Devan Lewis
Yan Maschke
Rex Mason*
Heather Moore ’93
Laura Ospanik ’80
René Polin ’94
John B. Schulze
Michael Schwartz, Ph.D.
Phyllis Seltzer
Robert Siewert
Daniel Simon, M.D.
Karen Skunta ’74
Carey L. Spencer
John W. Spink ’72
Janet Spreen
Meg Stanton*
Joy Praznik Sweeney ’58
William A. Valerian
Peter van Dijk
Jeffrey Weiss
Kirk Zehnder

* Stepped down from the board during 2012–2013
**Deceased

Advisory Board Members
Gordon A. Anhold*
Michael Biesiada*
Richard Bowen
William Busta
David Dickenson, II
Mary Lou Ferbert ’68
Sally Gries
Elizabeth Halasz ’89
Erica Hartman-Horvitz
Joan Yellen Horvitz
Laurie H. Jacobs ’86
Bryan Klinger ’93
Kevin Margolis*
John W. Nottingham ’01
Madeleine Parker
Dr. Maria J. Pujana
Barbara Richter
Dean Skinner
Cathy Stamler
Meg Stanton
R. Thomas Stanton
Lois Sussen ’92
John Warner
Mabel (Skip) Watts
Curtis Weems
Bill Winans ’86
Anthony Yen
Joseph E. Zupan

Thank You and Welcome
During the 2012-2013 fiscal year the Cleveland Institute of Art welcomed two new individuals to its board of directors: Robin Davenport and Yan Maschke. We look forward to benefitting from their insights and involvement.

Sam Dolinsky, Jim Grigg and Rex Mason stepped down from the board; while Gordon Anhold, Michael Biesiada, and Kevin Margolis stepped down from the advisory board. We are most grateful to each of them for their generosity, insight and service.

Meg Stanton left the Board and became a member of the advisory board. We are pleased to have her continued involvement.

Sadly, both Graham Grund, who was serving as director emeritus, and Bill Joseph, who was serving on the board of directors, passed away this past year. Graham was actively involved with CIA for over 50 years. She served as an advisory board member, board director, board chair, and emeritus director. Bill was involved with the Board for over 20 years. His service, guidance and counsel to the board were invaluable. We are deeply grateful to both Graham and Bill for their long-term commitment to CIA. We will miss them dearly.

Advisory Board Members
Gordon A. Anhold*
Michael Biesiada*
Richard Bowen
William Busta
David Dickenson, II
Mary Lou Ferbert ’68
Sally Gries
Elizabeth Halasz ’89
Erica Hartman-Horvitz
Joan Yellen Horvitz
Laurie H. Jacobs ’86
Bryan Klinger ’93
Kevin Margolis*
John W. Nottingham ’01
Madeleine Parker
Dr. Maria J. Pujana
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It is the policy of CIA to provide equal employment and advancement opportunities to all applicants, candidates, employees, and faculty. We do not discriminate in employment opportunities or practices on the basis of gender, sexual orientation, race, color, religion, national origin, age, mental or physical disability if basic job qualifications are met, veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Mission Statement
To nurture the intellectual, artistic and professional development of students and community members through rigorous visual arts and design education.

Portrait of a College of Art and Design

One of the nation’s premier colleges of art and design, Cleveland Institute of Art combines a strong foundation in visual art theory with solid instruction in the liberal arts, unmatched studio experience, and opportunities for practical application of skills and knowledge through sponsored projects and internships. Our curriculum fosters critical thinking, problem solving and risk taking and prepares the next generation of artists and designers to improve our society and enrich our culture.

Founded in 1882, CIA is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools and the National Association of Schools of Art and Design and is a member of the Association of Independent Colleges of Art and Design.

We extend our programs to the public through gallery exhibitions, lectures, a continuing education program for adults and children, and the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque, an art and independent film program.